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About This Game

In Tori, players fly as a bird through a mystical land interacting with the spirits of sound to bring life to the floating islands of
Otokai.

As players soar through the islands of Otokai they are greeted by countless icons and themes stemming from Japanese culture.
Through interacting with Kami, the musical spirits of the objects that cover the land, players bring about events and storylines

based on tales of Shintoism. Tori aims to artistically portray these tales and to build players’ interest in seeking a deeper
understanding of Japanese culture and values.

Fly through environments inspired by Japanese culture and legend.

Discover the story of each island by bringing life to them.
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Listen as the world's sounds respond to the way that you explore.
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Title: Tori
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Team Tori, LLC
Publisher:
Team Tori, LLC
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2018
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English,French,Japanese
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Considering the release date of the game, it's a good title for the crime genre. However, it was a rather disappointing experience
on my side.
CONs
1. The game crashed mid-save once without actually saving my progress.

2. There are two ways in which you can -die- in the sense of failing a challenge which leads to you not being able to finish the
game without loading a saved game first. It's nice to have those, but not when bugs in the system stop you from winning (such as
the messy way you move between scenes).

3. The guard + dog challenge is totally non-intuitive, as is some of the assembly/research table action.

4. There is an abundance of illogical test/quiz answers. It may be me, but even after checking the answers with a walkthrough, I
still didn't see why some were preferred to others.

5. The voice acting in the secondary and tertiary characters was abysmall.
PROS
1. Good music
2. Nice settings
3. Interesting story
4. Good art for its release date
5. Cool investigation experience

. The Nightfall Character Pack is another overpriced skin DLC. The main star here is Mr. Foster, the closest Killing Floor has to
an iconic character. The other three characters are alright, although all four of them use the same two male voices as most KF1
characters. Unless you're a KF1 aficionado\/collector\/completionist, I'm not entirely sure why you'd buy this, but if you do,
know that it's one of the better skin packs for the game.. This is a company that is totally inept in understanding what goes in a
dlc.. Revolution Under Siege is probably the grandest grand strategy I've ever played. Despite focusing on only one war and its
consequences, it manages to have perhaps the most strategic options I've seen in a game of its kind. Everything from farmlands
and supply lines of ammunition and food, to the harsh Russian winter and epidemics, to home politics, popular support on a
provincial basis, and repression is implemented. Unlike with other strategy games, I have never had a single moment where I've
though "Oh, damn, this game would be so much better if this was in!", and not a single thing feels out of place.

The battle system is probably my favorite part of it all. It simulates everything from the terrain you came in on, to which range
the armies started firing at, and the overall morale and skill of the troops. It adds an entirely new layer of strategy to the game,
as battles will not always just be decided by who has the larger doomstack, but rather a fairly large amount of factors. Aspects
of guerrilla warfare, often overlooked in other games set in the era or beyond, are definitely present, with the ability to sabotage
supply lines, raise partisan militias to ambush your enemies, and more. It's possible (though admittedly difficult) for a small,
highly mobile army, to outplay a larger force and cause a significant amount of damage.

As much as I enjoy it, however, the game is not without its flaws. It gives off the impression that the AGEOD engine just
cannot handle it, due to poor optimization, crashes, semi-frequent slowdowns and weirdness between turns. However, this is not
the case. It's one of the better optimized AGEOD engine games, which says a lot about the engine it's on. Running Windows 7, I
found it to be completely playable, despite its issues. However, from what I've heard, this is not the case on Windows 10, and
the game barely functions on the OS. Additionally, despite having support for playing the game by email, there is no ingame
multiplayer.

Aside from the problems with the engine, the game its self is also very poorly documented. The UI is daunting to those without
prior experience, and the tutorials are insufficient to teach you how to play the game. Due to the low popularity of the game,
there are enough tutorials online to count with one hand. The only way to really learn is to fail again and again, and watch other
people do the same in the hopes of learning from their mistakes. As a result, this game can take weeks to learn.

Overall, I find Revolution Under Siege to be one of the best grand strategy games I've played, and definitely the best game on
the AGEOD engine. It's not something I'd recommend to everyone, however. The engine quirks and lack of documentation lock
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out all but the most patient fans of grand strategy.. Check out my Steam Curator page, "Minorthreatt Gaming Reviews." I have
the most organized and extensive genre lists on Steam! Be sure to "FOLLOW" for more of my recommendations: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/31339849-Minorthreatt-Gaming-Reviews\/?appid=257170

The Short of it: Ridiculous arcade jetpack arena shooter with fun pixel art. There is a squid-alien character who's people
"resolve all conflicts with love-making." Video games could cure the world's problems...
. comunis propagandhi. This game is fun. Only one problem is that in pvp, I can't really distinguish who eat the gem and that is a
bit distracting. Maybe there should be different colour when the gem is eaten so that it is more clear.. Nope, this game is still too
far in alpha to be playable and copies too much from Magic the Gathering. The objective of Hidden Dimensions 3 is basically to
reduce the enemy's life to 0 before they do the same to you. It is very similiar to Magic the Gathering. Both of you start off with
75 hit points and build Solar Harvesters / Solar Plants / Power Plants(Lands) to generate energy to summon ships. There are 8
different types of energy.

You have 5 structure slots and 7 ship slots. The 5 structure slots allow you to place support buildings like artillery or energy
generating buildings. The 7 ship slots allow you to summon 7 ships.

When you end your turn, you enter an automatic combat phase. During the combat phase, ships that you summon automatically
attack the lane they are in. If there are no enemy ships blocking your ship, you deal damage directly to your enemy's life.

Conclusion, it's not ready to be playable.

PROS
1. Understandable for MTG players
They should see the similarities in gameplay.

2. Structures (Lands) have abilities
They generate energy as a passive. You activate the structures to do a special ability. E.g. Sacrificing it to deal 4 damage. It's
similar to the special lands in Magic.

3. You can Store Energy
Unlike Magic the Gathering or Hearthstone, you can store energy that you did not use. Ensuring you can save it for later turns.

4. No Auto-Healing
Unlike Magic the Gathering, there is no auto-healing. You trade blows and your ships lose life as well.

CONS
1. Bad graphics
Horrible. They need better graphics

2. Similar Gameplay to Magic the Gathering
Put 1 Solar Harvester to every other 2 cards. That's the standard Magic the Gathering, land to spell ratio.

3. Tutorial is too Draggy
It takes too long to explain simple concepts.

4. Full hand mulligan
If the first 7 cards are not to your liking, discard all 7 and draw 7 again. This is a horrible hand-me-down rule from MTG. Just
choose to partial keep.

5. Boring attack sequence
Slide up and deal damage. Seriously boring.

NEUTRAL
1. 8 different types of energy
Why so many?
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more stategy in a game of stratego really.... A leisurely stroll in a beautiful environment.

Interactions are limited, achievements are easily achieved, story is light, and that's ok.

As some reviews have mentioned or implied, feels like a demo for a bigger game in the world of Eastshade.

I look forward to it.

Also, getting high on tea, ha! Tea-rrific!. Nicely realised minesweeper\/dungeon crawler combination, with quirky cartoon
visual style and clever game mechanics.

The dungeon is literally bottomless, which may be a good thing or a bad thing depending on your tastes. There are also a bunch
of different characters to unlock, each with different play styles, to add some variety.

Addictive stuff.. I realy liked driving around in the willies jeep.
If you are some kind of WW 2 fanboy, i would say, yes buy it.. Very awesome space shoot em' up. I was slow to warm up to it,
but once I got a feel for it I really took a liking to it. Solid levels and enemies with equally good controls. That is partially what
makes it stand out to me from some of the other indie space shooter (I'm looking at you Blade Storm). It controls well and feels
like a nice balance between Raiden and Danmaku. Gameplay wise I'd liken it to a combination of the two as well. Gameplay
wise as far as powerups and bombs this is very much in the mold of the Raiden Titles but the gameplay feels more akin to
Danmaku and other graze shooters in the volume of projectiles and changing speeds from very slow and methodical to hectic
and fast.

Initiallly the difficulty seems to be on par with the likes of those games but is ultimately and easier affair as it takes much less
time to figure out the really dangerous moments. Still quite challenging relative to other genres but in the bullet hell world it is a
very fair and approachable game on the original/arcade difficulty setting. Granted a newcomer to the genre would likely struggle
even on beginner, but I think without too much dedication it is a very beatable game on that setting for lesser skilled players. 5
different ships with unique weaponry and bomb type weapons offer good variety and replay value (two must be unlocked). Oh
and their is a shield mechanic that will let you absorb damage for a very short period of time but always must be activated and
held by the player on reaction which I think helps balance the mechanic from making things too easy. It is not vital to use, but is
a nice feature to get out of some of the really sticky spots.

8/10, especially when considering the price. It's a pretty game with a uniquely metal soundtrack that I normally would not dig
but fits the game excellently.

Recommended!. nice arkanoid/breakout clone for satanic pro gamers
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